Changing the Work:
A Report from the Houston Center of Activity
Donna Reid, Texas

L

“

ooking at my work is hard:
Changing my work is even
harder,” observed CFG
Coach and high school art teacher
Ron Venable when asked what was
most surprising about participating
in a Teacher as Researcher (TAR)
CFG last year. Hard as it may be,
changing the work of schools is the
ongoing mission of the many CFG
coaches and facilitators who practice in the Houston area.
As a not-for-profit public,
private partnership, the Houston
A+ Challenge advances Critical
Friends Group work in Houston by
sponsoring New Coach Training
Teacher as Researcher Karen North with a student at The Rice School/
Seminars three times a year under
La Escuela Rice
the leadership of National Facilitator
Michaelann Kelley, offering coaches
With a strong focus on equity, these five
clinics for experienced coaches, and supporting
groups have collected data that shows that CFGs
TAR grants for CFGs across the city.
can have a huge effect on teacher and student
learning.
Teacher as Researcher Grants
For example, TAR participants reported that
One of the newer initiatives promoted by the
being in a CFG helped them focus on student
Houston A+ Challenge is the TAR Grant. In March
needs and student achievement. The most powerful
of 2004, a request for proposals was sent to every
learning came with the realization that “[our group
trained CFG Coach in the greater Houston area.
learned] to value our own knowledge.” Being in
Seven two-year, $10,000 grants were awarded,
the TAR CFGs has encouraged many members of
and five of these groups are still active. The action
the five inquiry groups to reach out to other educaresearch questions that these CFGs have been
tors and spread their knowledge by presenting at
studying include:
seminars and conferences such as the American
1. Can computer programming increase mastery of
Educational Research Association (AERA) and the
algebraic computation skills? led by Karen North,
NSRF Research Forum.
Westside H. S., Houston ISD
This growth in teacher learning affects student
2. How can social studies teachers improve the acalearning as well. Besides improvements in standemic achievement of our students who are nondardized test scores, the teacher researchers report
native speakers of English? led by Peggy Given,
that students are more engaged in classroom activJohnston M. S., Houston ISD
ities and more reflective in their work. Being in a
3. How can we better work with special populations
CFG helps educators become more focused, colsuch as severely handicapped, resource, content
laborative, and reflective. These important habits
mastery, and English as a Second Language stuare then passed on to students through such means
dents to increase their literacy? led by Michaelann
as assignments that depend on collaboration and
Kelley, Eisenhower H.S., Aldine ISD
portfolios that develop skills in reflection. Thus,
4. How do CFGs impact student achievement in
through the support of the TAR Grant, these CFGs
the core curriculum? led by Mary Matthews, Best
have changed teacher practice and student work.
Elementary, Alief ISD, and
5. How do teachers and administrators know that
CFG Reunion
their individual practice impacts learning in aesThe Houston CFG Reunion was held on
thetics and literacy? a multidistrict, multi-instituSaturday, February 25, at the University of Houston
tion group led by Gayle Curtis, Hamilton M. S.,
Hilton. Daniel Baron,
Houston ISD.
Co-Director of NSRF
(continued on page 20)
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Transformation of Body and Soul
(continued from page 16)

cally correct, overweight. I listened and offered little
I think this speaks volumes about how well
in advice except an open heart and arms.
Jesse had done at fading into his surroundings.
After his surgery, Jesse came back and was very
Some students had not even noticed a quiet 400self-conscious because he had permission to drink in
pound student every day in their class, yet now at
class (which is against school policy) and was asking
a more self-confident 275 pounds, they see him.
to go to the restroom two and three times a period.
Jesse was given a chance at reinventing himself
We talked and Jesse told me about the surgery and
through both the surgery and his social activism.
his doctor putting him on an all-liquid diet.
The combination of the two events can be seen as
Everything seemed to be going well until Jesse
the ‘perfect storm’ in Jesse’s journey.
passed out. He was so worried about being treated
Jesse commented on his transformation, “I see
differently that he had
myself as a whole differstopped drinking the liquids
ent person, someone that I
that were required and it
want to get to know more
“The implication for me as
was having adverse effects
and I want others to get to
a teacher is remembering the
on his body. He was out
know, also.”
need to reach and get to know
from school for a few days
The implication for
and upon return found his
me
as
a teacher is rememall of my students.”
comfortable place in the
bering the need to reach
classroom… fading.
and get to know all of my
School continued and Jesse and I would talk
students. The students who are doing well acaoutside of class. I would ask how many pounds he
demically, even those who are well behaved and
had lost and comment on how great he was lookinvolved in extracurricular activities, could be
ing. Then one Tuesday in February, I got an e-mail
hiding behind a painful persona. Jesse’s pain was
that Jesse was back in the hospital with bleeding. I
evident in his eating disorder; others’ pain might
went to the hospital that day after school; Jesse and
not manifest itself in the same way. The only way
I had a long talk about his plans for college, his
to find out if a student is wearing a mask or a perfamily, and all the health problems that had led to
sona is to work at getting to know them beyond the
his decision to have the gastric bypass surgery.
surface.
Jesse recovered excellently; pounds melted off.
Jesse was able to break out of his shell, shed
He tried to belt his pants up but all they did was
his fear of being noticed, and become a leader.
fall. He had to give in and buy some new clothes.
This high school student took a stand by walking
Week after week, as the pounds came off, his confiout of school and marching nine miles to make
dence level grew. Jesse began to talk in class. I even
the plight of so many immigrants front-page news.
spied him talking to a few girls in the hall and he
Jesse continued being a leader with his compassion
later told me he had gotten one of the girl’s digits
for his fellow students by shouldering the blame
(translation – phone number). He beamed from ear
and taking the consequences from the school
to ear most days.
district for his friends’ protesting beside him. The
Spring break came and I vacationed in Turkey.
courage to take a position on a hot topic such as
Upon my return, Jesse wanted to hear about my
immigration was no small feat, but then to maintravels and Turkish culture and to see pictures of a
tain your leadership while facing the consequences
world he had yet to explore. Our relationship had
of your actions makes you not only brave – but
moved beyond discussions of weight to issues of
also a hero in more ways than one.
<
making personal choices and making hard decisions
that affect your life.
Jesse’s story is not offered as an endorsement
After the walkout, another student, Twanda,
of gastric bypass surgery; rather it is shared as a
asked Jesse about the student march to the immireminder of the pain and invisibility that so many
gration office and commented that nine miles was
of our students face because of their difference.
really far. She then looked at Jesse and said to him,
Jesse approved this article before it
“Walking really was good; you look like you lost
was published. Michaelann Kelley is an art
some weight.” I could do nothing but laugh. When
teacher, NSRF National Facilitator and CFG Coach
Twanda made this statement, Jesse had lost 125
in Houston, Texas and can be contacted at
pounds already. She had not even noticed.
mkelley@aldine.k12.tx.us
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Hip-Hop...

(continued from page 19)

indicates wealth and inherited importance. Yet
he also proves elemental and powerful like
rain from the heavens. Rain as an image is both
ordinary and holy because it defies human
control, gives life, and yet forms an integral
part of everyday existence. Craig Mack comes
into the music community from a position of
authority, as a sheriff and through the strength
of his groove, defeating all challenges…
Hip-hop and its concomitant culture expose
us to the underbelly of the poor urban experience. hip-hop presents, explains, and unapologetically exposes the lived experiences of urban
east coast and west coast youth and their families
and their communities. It is those lived experiences portrayed in their raw form that repel us.
It is the engaging music, rhythms and beats that
engage us. hip-hop music expresses a complex
dichotomy which simultaneously speaks of love
and hate; the high and low of human existence;
the sacred and the profane. In spite of our
annoyance with the many ways in which the lyrics and gestures of the rappers, Hip-hop dancers,
“MCers” and “DJers” and other players and creators of the hip-hop culture and its music assault
our sensibilities, in just as many ways the beat
and the rhythm and the lyrics compel us and
hold us in awe.
As an “old head,” in hip-hop jargon, I am
proud of the bridges I have been able to build
between me and my love for jazz and the hip-hop
generation. It is with the exchange of ideas and
wisdom that reach across generations that I am
able to make connections between teaching and
learning, rigor, critical pedagogy and disengaged
African American high school students.
In order to embrace hip-hop culture, we must
come to grips with its cooptation. The worst images
of a very complex art form are nurtured and presented for public consumption and “enjoyment.”
The media powers, who regulate what sells and
gets airtime, are dominant culture folks who have
their own agendas that have nothing to do with
the uplifting of the black race. A critical study and
analysis of hip-hop and the powers who promote it
with our students would allow us to build a strong
literacy program that would develop the skills and
competencies of our reluctant, disengaged urban
learners. Are we willing to be disturbed for the sake
of the urban learner in
our classrooms?
<
(continued on page 22)
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Changing the Work...
(continued from page 8)

and one of the facilitators of the first CFG training
in Houston, co-facilitated with Donna Reid and
Tim Martindell. Thirty-five area coaches participated in a full-day program that allowed for people
to reconnect with each other as well as reconnect with the work. The morning session included
Connections, a text rendering of “Am I willing to
reclaim time to think?” by Margaret Wheatley, a
Chalk Talk with the prompts “What role do CFGs
play in your professional life?” and “What barriers
and obstacles do you face?”, and an introduction
to Discourse I and II.
The afternoon session of the CFG Reunion
focused on the dilemma “How do we build capacity to deepen and sustain CFG work in Houston?”
By combining the Issaquah protocol with the
Charette, the participants not only practiced asking questions and surfacing assumptions, but took
ownership of the dilemma and offered solutions.
As a result of that reunion, CFG facilitators
in Houston are changing the model used for supporting CFG coaches. Instead of offering a series
of stand-alone clinics throughout the year, we will
sponsor CFGs for coaches, both new and experienced, where they can bring their own coaching
dilemmas and build relationships with critical
friends from across the region.
Reforming Schools Summer Institute
The Houston A+ Challenge also nurtures CFG
habits such as collaboration and reflection by hosting the Reforming Schools Summer Institute (RSSI).
During this annual institute, almost 400 teachers,
administrators, parents, and community members
gather for two days in July for new learning in
seminars as well as smaller home groups or learning communities. Facilitated mostly by experienced
CFG coaches, these learning communities model
how to build professional relationships.
One participant summed up his RSSI experience this way: “I learned that change (reform) must
come from within. Whether the focus of that change
is a school district, a campus, a department, a lesson, or a student’s own achievement, no expert
can walk in and say, ‘Here is your answer.’ Instead,
change is a process initiated and followed through
by the stakeholders themselves.”
The 2006 RSSI featured keynote addresses from
Tony Wagner, author of Change Leadership and
George Thompson, from the Schlechty Center, which
recently published
Working on the Work.
(continued on page 22)
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A Tale of Two Schools, or
The Role of a Principal in a Collaborative Culture
Debbi Laidley, California

H

ow do the decisions and actions of a
school principal determine the degree
to which a faculty chooses to work
collaboratively? In my work with administrators
and their staffs in a large urban district, I’ve seen
firsthand two very different approaches. These principals’ stories give life to the research observations
of author Warren Bennis, who said, “Management
is getting people to do what needs to be done.
Leadership is getting people to want to do what
needs to be done. Managers push. Leaders pull.
Managers command. Leaders communicate.”
In one school (fictitiously named Parktown), I
watched teachers make a tremendous shift: they
began opening their doors and breaking down their
isolation, co-planning and co-teaching, examining student work and sharing teaching practice.
Meanwhile, in another school (fictitiously named
Brighton) less than 5 miles away, the teachers
expressed a sense of fragmentation and continuing
isolation as they struggled to reorganize into small
learning communities and implement new lesson
designs in English and algebra classes.
At Parktown School, the English department
spent most of this past school year piloting three
sets of standards-based
designed lessons, taking notes on their
implementation of the
curriculum and on
the modifications they
made to meet students’
needs. In October,
these teachers started
out demonstrating
strong resistance to
the use of the teaching
units that were provided to them. Despite
their resistance within
a few months, they
had begun examining
students’ work (initially
alone or in very small
groups with the literacy coach) and providing feedback and ideas
for revision to the consultants who had designed the units.
The school’s second-year principal listened
to their concerns, discussed the units and shared
teachers’ feedback with district personnel, and
Connections: the Journal of the National School Reform Faculty

supported the literacy coach in her work with the
teachers in the English department. In mid-January,
the literacy coach became one of the first in the
district to begin consistently co-teaching the lessons with a colleague, planning and reflecting on
both process and
progress together. The
principal, an assistant
principal, and the
coach offered the
teachers additional
paid time to meet
together to collaborate on the shared
lessons. Perhaps most
importantly, they all
backed off when the
teachers resisted the
opportunity to work
together.
By March, the
tone of the Parktown
teachers’ interactions had begun to
change. They brought
student work to professional development meetings and
shared with colleagues from other district schools.
They provided district staff with samples of revisions they’d made to the lessons; citations of other
resources they had used to augment the designs
in order to provide necessary scaffolding for students; and copies of entries from their reflection
journals. In June, the principal participated fully in
two days of professional development along with
the teachers. She and the literacy coach joined the
classroom teachers in writing, sharing, and revising short memoirs. By the end of the second day,
the principal approached district leaders with her
teachers’ request: “We’d like to come in for a full
day of planning, a week after school is out, before
people leave town for vacations and before some
of us start teaching summer school. Is the funding
still available?”
A few miles away, Brighton School’s veteran
principal juggled the demands of multiple initiatives required by the central district: conversion of
the large school into small learning communities;
implementation of designed lessons in algebra;
and incorporation of
required reforms that
(continued on page 18)
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(continued from page 20)

(continued from page 20)

11th Annual NSRF Winter Meeting

Additional Resources:
Parmar, P. & Bain, B. (forthcoming, December
2006) “Spoken word and Hip Hop: The power
of urban art and culture,” (three-part series).
In J.L. Kincheloe & K. Hayes(Eds). City Kids:
Understanding, Appreciating, and Teaching Them.
New York: Peter Lang Publishing,

CFG work in Houston is generously supported by The Annenberg Foundation, The Brown
Foundation, Bank of America, The Clayton Fund,
Devon Energy (formerly Ocean Energy), The Joe
B. Foster Family Foundation, Rockwell Fund,
and The Simmons Foundation.			
<

Pough, Gwendolyn, Check It While I Wreck
It: Black Womanhood, Hip Hop Culture, and the
Public Sphere, 2004, Northeastern University Press.

Donna Reid can be contacted at
cfgcoach@robreid.com

e are thrilled to be bringing our 11th Annual
NSRF Winter Meeting to Seattle, Washington.
The combination of the growing work of
our Centers of Activity in Seattle and Portland with the
incredible location promises to create a truly memorable event.
With educators from across the nation, we will work
in ways our CFGs do to deepen our skills, press for insights, and find the courage in community to ensure that
our work reflects our mission to foster educational and
social equity. This year’s Winter Meeting will provide
a structure to support varying entry points to the work
of NSRF, as well as topic- based home groups allowing
participants to delve deeply into an area of interest.
Since 1995, the Annual NSRF Winter Meeting has
been a source of renewal for thousands of educators,
providing time to think and inquire, and a space for courageous work to take root. We invite you to grow with us
in our tradition of adult learning in the service of student
achievement.

Ptah, Heru, A Hip Hop Story, 2002,
Pocket Books, NY.
Camilla Greene can be reached at
camillagreene@att.net

NSRF’s Living History...
(continued from page 7)

strands within NSRF. For example, there is no one
definition of a Center of Activity, so it is hard to
design strategies to support the various applications
of the work for vastly different centers.
The creative tension we feel as a very small
staff is to support the ever-expanding work with our
limited resources. We are proud of our work, and
delighted when people seek us out to thank us for
our support.
When not working for NSRF, what makes up your
life?
My husband, my daughter Cecilia, stepdaughter
Emilie, and I spend time each winter on our working farm in Jamaica. We have chickens and goats.
We grow pineapples, mangoes, ginger, potatoes, and
cabbage. This farm has been in my husband’s family for many generations. My life is rich in love and
family.
<
Heidi Vosekas can be reached at
hvosekas@nsrfharmony.org
Peggy Silva can be reached at
psilva@sprise.com
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The mission of the National
School Reform Faculty is to foster
educational and social equity by
empowering all people involved
with schools to work collaboratively
in reflective democratic communities
that create and support powerful
learning experiences for everyone.
adopted June 2001

The National School Reform Faculty is
rooted in four beliefs:
• School people, working together, can
make real and lasting improvements in
their own schools;
• Teachers and administrators must help
each other turn theories into practice and
standards into actual student learning;
• The key to this effort is the development of
a “learning community” based on public,
collaborative examination of both adult
and student work;
• To create this community, practitioners
need high-quality training and sustained
support.

Connections: the Journal of the National School Reform Faculty

January 25-27, 2007 • Seattle, Washington

W

Scholarships for Winter Meeting
Each year, NSRF keeps a commitment to providing scholarships for Winter Meeting participants. If you
would like to attend the Winter Meeting and are in need
of a full or partial scholarship, particularly if you are a
classroom teacher, please contact the National Center at
812.330.2702 to apply.
If you are able to contribute to the scholarship
fund, please contact our Development Office at
812.334.8379.
2nd Annual NSRF Research Forum
There is a deep and growing interest in research
related to the work of NSRF, CFGs, and other efforts
to create learning communities within schools. This
one day forum, held on January 24th, provides an
opportunity to share what you have learned as a
researcher or practitioner and learn from others about
the work of NSRF, CFGs, or other activities related to
the building of intentional learning communities in
schools. If you are interested in attending or presenting,
please visit our web site at www.nsrfharmony.org/wm_
research.html.
NSRF Centers Council Meeting
The Centers Council Meeting is open to all people
involved in the work of NSRF who want to share the
successes, challenges, and dilemmas related to the work
of their NSRF Center of Activity. Join us on January 28th
to share your learning, raise issues, and co-construct our
collective work as a national organization.
Connections: the Journal of the National School Reform Faculty

What participants have to say:
“I’ve experienced transformation and
community like nothing else.”
“Fantastic. [The Annual] NSRF [Winter
Meeting] is not a sit and get kind of
conference. It is truly about getting people
to have meaningful conversations.”
“My [Annual NSRF Winter Meeting] home
group was one of the greatest professional
experiences of my life.”
“I grew, I gained confidence, I’m excited
about the possibilities!”
“This has been the most powerful three days
of my educator life!”

Meeting Elements:
• Topic-Based Home Groups
• Keynote Address
• Reception
• Open Space Technology
Location: 		
Sheraton Seattle Hotel
1400 Sixth Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98101
206.321.9000
Sleeping Rooms:
Single/Double $139/night
Mention NSRF Winter Meeting for
group rate.
Rate available until 12/30/06
Fees: 			
$390 Winter Meeting
$100 Research Forum
No fee - Centers Council Meeting
Register now and we’ll bill you later!
Registration:
Registration is online at
www.nsrfharmony.org/wintermeeting.html
or, you may register by phone at
812.330.2702
Fall 2006
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